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HiQ helps to make the world a better place by using technology, design and communication solutions to make people’s lives simpler  
and better. We are the perfect partner for everyone eager to achieve results that make a difference in a digital world. Founded in 1995,  
HiQ currently has close to 1500 specialists in four countries and is since 2020 owned by Triton. For more information and inspiration,  
please visit www.hiq.se  

 

HiQ acquires German digital 
transformation consultancy Scandio 
 
HiQ aims to become the leading tech consulting company in Northern Europe. An important step to achieve that goal 
is to enter the German market with the acquisition of the Munich, Augsburg and Berlin-based digitalization consultancy 
Scandio. 
 
“This is a big step for us and an important moment in HiQ’s history. We are now entering Germany in an awesome 
manner. Scandio is a digitization powerhouse and has outstanding competencies in IT-consulting, IoT, AI, cloud 
transformation, and agile software development. Scandio shares the same values in building a business based on 
strong company culture. I truly welcome the amazing team of Scandio to HiQ – together we will create magic”, says 
Sven Ivar Mørch, CEO of HiQ. 
 
Scandio, headquartered in Munich, is a digitalization consulting company focused on IT-consulting, agile software 
development, and cloud technology. Scandio is a partner for Amazon Web Services and an Atlassian Platinum Solution 
Partner and was appointed partner of the year several times. Scandio has a strong growth track-record driven by the 
digitalization boost, it’s smart people and unique culture. Since March 2021 the company is a certified Great Place to 
Work. Scandio will be HiQ’s first step in the DACH region and will be an important part of the HiQ group going forward.  
 
“We are thrilled about joining HiQ group. We have built an amazing team of coders, creatives and tech-nerds who are 
passionate transformers and modernizers over the last 18 years. We see a strong cultural and strategic fit in HiQ and by 
joining the HiQ group we’re building an incredibly strong offering in Germany, the DACH region and the Nordics”, says 
Christoph Köberle and Christian Koch, founders of Scandio GmbH.  
 
Scandio was founded in 2003 and employs more than 100 highly skilled tech experts. The company is based on self-
organization with Scandio's founders, Christoph Köberle and Christian Koch, being servant leaders.   
 
“I am really excited to welcome Scandio to the HiQ group. Scandio has a track record of rapid growth with a modern and 
agile way of working. The competitive edge that Scandio manifests in the DACH region in combination with HiQ’s deep 
technical know-how and strong offerings in research and technology, business critical IT, integration, innovation, design 
and communication – will be truly powerful. This is a significant step in our journey of building the Northern European 
leading tech consultant”, says Sven Ivar Mørch, CEO of HiQ. 
 
 
More on Scandio: 
www.scandio.de 
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